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About This Content

Developed by aviation guru and flight simulation enthusiast Jane Whittaker, Dangerous Approaches is a mission pack consisting
of 20 of the most nail-biting approaches in modern aviation. Following routes flown by real-world pilots, accuracy in speed and

direction is of the essence.

Each mission starts in a default FSX: Steam Edition aircraft picked specifically for each approach, although any aircraft may be
used on any of the flights. The flight plans are pre-loaded into the GPS of the aircraft to give you the best chance of landing

these approaches.

Features

20 nail-biting missions ranging from 20 minutes - 3 hours

30+ hours of flight time

Pre-programmed weather settings varying from sunny skies to blizzards to thunderstorms.

Successful landings are recorded in the FSX Logbook

Featuring voiceovers by Angel Heaven Lee

Please note that the FSX mission compass has not been included. Most of the approaches included in this mission pack require a
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very specific route to the airfield and cannot be executed by using a simple arrow point.
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Travel across the universe and save dying suns from extinction in this unique and challenging puzzle strategy game. You are the
last hope to bring salvation to a perishing universe as you collect and deliver fragments of plasma using your omni-directional
ship. Solar flares, asteroids, supernovas and force fields are just some of the challenges you will face as you pilot your ship
through the intense heat of the imploding stars.. Not one of the best arcade scrolling shooters, but still fun and challenging :D.
Fun little game , Feels like a true arcade game, simple and a challenge. Hours of box hitting fun.. This game would be the
greatest game I've ever played if there were not so manny bugs, crashes and CORRUPT SAVES. Seriously how is it even
possible to programm a game so bad like Pacific Storm. I get every 10 to 15 minutes a crash. It crashes when staring a battle, it
crashes when exiting a battle, it crashes when saving or it creates a corrupt save so when you are loading your old save game
after an other crash it says: nope **** you, the save game is not working.

I've tried different patches (even the ones created by the community) but none of them are fixing these issues.

So please don't buy this game unless the "developers" of this game patch the game so its actually running alright. Bought this on
sale, a lot of fun and better than I expected, I highly recommend you buy this to, the Roleplaying is really enjoyable and I love
the fantasy setting.. Drugs + cats is equal to a long interstellar journey.. While the civilizations are interesting and certainly
worth playing, the campaigns in this expansion are nothing short of crap compared to the originals or the Forgotten Empires
expansion campaigns.. quot;Donald Trump's tiny little hands sprinkled bonsai clippings all over my long, firm, staff and
tragically fell in love with a deep hobbit hole and that corner mouth white stuff, now fly you fool!". Bought for the achievement
letters.. From what I played, this game is worth getting for your library, really!
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Fun and unique platform. Great sounds and game play, but once again the difficulty jumps too much too fast. Want to
recommend, but when it didn't work for my 4K TV, well, nah....
. + hexagons

- graphics
- time limits
- grind \/ pay \/ dead
- music\/sound (on\/off)
. For those who don't realise, this game is being developed by the dev of Vertigo

Hot damn,  this game.
I am not usually one to write reviewsfor games - I actually couldn't tell you the last time I did it, or the game I did it for without
going and checking now. But holy hell. This game is already among my favourite Vive games. The freedom it gives is
astounding and the movement system is fantastic. I don't get any kind of motion sickness at all (Though, to be fair, I'm yet to
have a game give me any kind of nausea).

Honestly, even if you only have a spare 10 minutes to have a little play around, I can assure you this free little gem is 100%
worth your time. Can't wait to see where it leads.

Thanks, Devs! Keep up the good work!. Pretty fun game, fast paced, fantastic art. Works perfectly on Linux.
Fairly difficult to get some of the unlocks (especially gadgets), but deaths don't feel "cheap" as they do with a lot of games of
this sort. Really looking forward to gamepad support.
All in all definitely worth the asking price.. Awesome game, its a little different from second part but I do like it. Ordinary loco,
nothing special. Not near as nice looking or fun to drive as a lot of other steam locos in the collection.
Outdated model with little detail or features
K4s, A4s, the Black 5s, all the JXs, Castles, FEF, Kings, GWRs, Panniers, etc., are all much better.
I think the only reason I got this is that it's a dependency in a lot of workshop scenarios.
. This is a fun little twin stick shooter with a Warhammer 40,000 theme. It doesn't do anything revolutionary, but it has a good
arcade feel and mixes up the game play and is challenging enough to stay fun while not over staying its welcome. The different
type of marines allow for some tailoring to a preferred style of play, however; I felt that the more melee focused marines were
at a disadvantage later in the game as many of the progression challenges were ranged only. Single player is good, but co-op
(couch only) is better. I prefer playing with a controller, but it also supports keyboard and mouse which offers better aiming.
The game is not without a few bugs. The most problematic one I have encountered is where the camera keeps zooming out and
out. A restart usually resets this issue and the game is entirely completable.. BullSh*t i used 2 different email address said not
invald
yup waste of time

Game sucks you had to log in like a tardy beach. The ergonomy of this game is terrible. I'm a huge fan of the grid-based
dungeon crawler genre but Heroes of the Monkey Tavern has big issues:

- keyboard controls aren't queued. This is a very typical subtle control issue: if I press "turn left" twice, the second input is
discarded because the animation of the 1st action is still ongoing. This makes the most basic action (moving around) feel
absolutely terrible. If you play Legend of Grimrock for 5 minutes you'll notice the difference immediately.

- the whole game UI is crippled with tons of subtle issues like this one, and in the end, the game feels like it was made without
any kind of attention for the core gameplay interactions: move around, attack, pick items, manage inventory. Everything feels
clumsy as hell.

- no drag & drop for item picking? Seriously?

- no control binding. Seriously, it's 2018. QWERTY controls just don't work for ALL countries.

- 2D art is "meh" at best, character faces during the intro are... x_x. Looks like most of the art was created by someone who can
barely draw. May sound rude, but it is the way it feels.
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